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PRESENTATION 

Revista Universidad, Ética y Derechos. 

(Rued@) 

María Acale Sánchez 

Ombudsperson, University of Cádiz 

Chief editor 

It is my pleasure to present the first number of Revista Universidad, ética y 

derechos, Rued@, that with solid steps started to circulate one year ago.  

The Review has been registered in The National Library with ISSN 2530-030X. 

This defines and puts us in the field of official review: our work can make possible that, 

in the future, Rued@ has too a position between the useful and necessary Reviews for the 

university people: that is the most prestigious. 

One year later, the final structure begins to have a body. In this sense, the 

fundamental part of the works that we publish, are in the section “Estudios”, in which in 

this time, there is a group of papers made rigorously that we prove in our jobs; the most 

of them were presented in the European University Meetting (Madrid, October 2015). As 

well, we publish Carlos Alcover’s article, our friend and colleague, about  conflict 

resolution in University. Thanks all for those contributions. 

DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.25267/Rueda.2016.i1.03
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But you may find incorporated in this number the new sections “Pinceladas” and 

“A los ojos rectorales”. With the first section, we want to include opinions and advice of 

important people for the University Ombudspeople, that have highlighted for their 

opinions or for their acts for our University: to Dr. Tomás Sánchez Giralda, the first 

Valladolid University Ombudsperson and founder of stablish Commission of spanish 

University Ombudspeople, I want to express my gratitude for his kind and suggestive 

thoughts. The second section wants to bring us the official opinion of the University 

Headmaster about the role that we play because sometimes we forget that Ombudspeople 

and Headmasters have the same need: contributing to make our Universities better. 

Eduardo González Mazo, Cadiz University Headmaster, looks at us the first time from 

this section.  

Also in this number, we start the Section about “Comentarios jurisprudenciales”, 

with which we want to study –with our colleague Francisco Ortega Santana’s security- 

sentences about topics that before going to the courts, have gone through our offices and 

today in many cases we follow having very present, because they are old topics not closed, 

or because they become current another time: in this column, we study two different 

sentences about the same problem: students in between the last and the new titles.  

Very important for the people who work in the Review is the section 

“Corresponsales internacionales”. It is here to open our Review to the opinion of our 

colleagues from foreign universities, so as to make visible the similarities of work and 

the concerns we have, as well as to make available to the whole community our efforts 

and results achieved in other parts of the world to mark that we have the same objective: 

the defense of the rights of university people. Thanks to Argimiro Rojo Salgado, member 

of the International Relation commission (CEDU); José Acevedo Acosta (Ombudsperson, 

University of Aguascalientes, México), Anayasi Turner (Ombudsperson, University of 
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Panamá) and Liliana Aguiar de Zapiola (Ombudsperson, University of National 

University of Córdoba-Argentina).  

This number is closed with a special section that we would not want to introduce 

but we are forced to do for the memory and feelings: the soon death of Prof. Ignacio 

Ugalde, ex-Ombudsperson of Sevilla University. Dear Rosa, thanks for your effort, 

because I know that your tears allow you to write these beautiful lines. 

I finished number 0 Rued@ presentation saying: “With this journal, we also want 

to bring to the public opinion our commitment and our concerns about the University”. 

Now I want to add this: publishing our opinions, we contribute to bring peace to the 

university life, not always quiet. 

 

Cádiz, September 2016. 

 

 

 

 


